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Over the past 20 years, virtual reality (VR) has been the subject of growing

interest in oncology. More and more researchers are studying the effects of

virtual environments to contribute to current thinking on technologies likely to

support patients undergoing oncological treatment. Recent research highlights

how VR can divert attention while reducing anxiety in stressful healthcare

situations through its multisensory and participative nature. VR appears to be

a promising tool capable of reducing cancer-related anxiety symptoms,

improving treatment adherence, and increasing satisfaction with oncology

care. While the literature reports these positive effects in the therapeutic

management of cancer, few studies have focused on theoretical models

capable of explaining the psychological benefits of virtual immersion. This

literature review provides a theoretical framework combining results from all

relevant empirical work in oncology. The review can help researchers identify

the optimal conditions for using VR in oncology and bridge the gap between

divergent devices, modalities, and practices (e.g., headmounted displays,

environments, interactivity, immersion time).
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1 Introduction

For the past 30 years, the number of new cancer cases has been steadily increasing.

The National Cancer Institute (Institut National du Cancer, 2019) reported

328,000 diagnoses in metropolitan France in 2018 compared to 320,000 in 2005. The

most common cancers in men were prostate cancer (48,427 new cases in 2013), followed

by lung (32,500 cases) and colorectal (24,000 cases). In women, breast cancer was themost

frequent (59,000 cases), followed by colon-rectal cancer (21,000 cases) and lung cancer

(17,000 cases) (Defossez et al., 2019). Many stress factors have been identified at different

times in cancer management, including diagnosis, treatment, and long-termmanagement

of the disease (Chirico et al., 2015). Among patients treated for cancer, 55% met clinical

criteria for an anxiety disorder (O’Connor et al., 2010), with an increase to 77% in patients

who received chemotherapy (Nikbakhsh et al., 2014). In addition, the prevalence of

cancer-related pain was 39.3% in patients who received curative treatment, increasing to

55% in patients undergoing cancer treatment and reaching 71% in advanced or metastatic
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cancer (Van den Beuken-van Everdingen et al., 2016; Alawneh

et al., 2017). Many stress agents and physical symptoms can cause

increased emotional distress (Arrieta et al., 2013).

In this context, virtual reality (VR) is the object of interest

and curiosity in cancerology. More and more researchers are

studying the effects of VR to improve the conditions of

oncological treatments (Pittara et al., 2020). Most studies have

highlighted the benefits of VR, which, thanks to its distraction

power, can divert attention while reducing the anxiety and pain

of patients facing particularly distressing care situations (Chirico

et al., 2016; Ahmad et al., 2020). Although the literature focuses

on the positive effects of this tool in the context of cancer

treatment, few studies have focused on the theoretical models

of cognitive science that explain and try to understand the

benefits of VR. Rather than viewing it as a technical medium,

in-depth research based on an appropriate theoretical framework

is needed to explore the complexity of virtual environments (de

Loor and Tisseau, 2011). Only these foundations can give

scientific legitimacy to this technological revolution (de Loor

and Tisseau, 2011) and provide us with elements of knowledge

on the mechanisms that promote patients’ emotional wellbeing.

Let us note that beyond understanding the mechanisms, these

foundations could be used as support to design specialized

interfaces adapted to different clinical situations.

VR became more accessible for consumer use after 2016

(Tsaï, 2016). It is “the application that allows the user to navigate

and interact in real-time with a three-dimensional environment

generated by a computer” (Pratt et al., 1995). This artificial

environment is usually made possible using a computer screen

that responds to the individual’s head movements by providing

synthetic sensory stimuli such as images of real or imaginary

landscapes, spatialized sounds, and sometimes tactile or olfactory

feedback (Chirico et al., 2016; Chirico et al., 2019). VR equipment

also includes devices that allow action in the virtual world, such

as a mouse, keyboard, or more sophisticated game controllers

(Pittara et al., 2020; Indovina et al., 2018). In other words,

different systems offer users different sensations and levels of

involvement.

The development of high-performance virtual reality devices

accelerates innovation focused on health to facilitate the

realization of cancer care by offering a quality immersive

device allowing patients to escape from their distress and

painful medical situations (Pittara et al., 2020; Ahmad et al.,

2020). Immersion in a virtual environment is considered both as

a distractor (reducing anxiety and pain) (Chirico et al., 2019; Bani

Mohammad and Ahmad, 2018; Ahmadpour et al., 2020) and as a

tool for emotional regulation (reducing negative emotions,

inducing positive emotions), allowing improvement in care

tolerance (Pizzoli et al., 2019).

The benefits of VR were first observed in oncology during

chemotherapy sessions. The results were encouraging (Oyama

et al., 1999; Schneider and Workman, 1999), promoting a

decrease in anxiety, an improvement in mood as well as an

underestimation of care time (Schneider and Workman, 1999;

Schneider et al., 2003), (Schneider et al., 2004; Schneider and

Hood, 2007). Today, the distractive power of VR is of interest in a

range of oncology situations ranging from palliative care (Niki

et al., 2019; Johnson et al., 2020) to the support of hospitalized

patients during various medical procedures (Pittara et al., 2020;

Ahmad et al., 2020; Zeng et al., 2019).

Although several studies have emphasized the effectiveness

of VR distraction in oncology, the virtual reality devices used are

wildly divergent in terms of content, intervention strategies, and

technological qualities. It is thus necessary to go beyond the

wonder and attractiveness that VR arouses to resist this

technological hype toward rethinking and resituating its use

within our knowledge of the human. This literature review

aims to take stock of the benefits of using VR as a distraction

tool for anxiety and pain management in oncology. To this end,

the results known to date are listed, and their analysis is

considered according to the methodology used. This literature

review aims to bring out the points of consensus and the

methodological divergences in the research while emphasizing

that few interventional studies are theoretically anchored. Based

on this review of the available literature, recommendations will

be made to enable the research community to move towards

common methodological choices and thus improve clinical

practice. Another aim of this literature review is to leverage

the theoretical foundations identified toward a theoretical model

that will allow us to think about the contributions of VR in

oncology, especially the cognitive and emotional processes

involved.

2 Method

2.1 Data source and search method

Based on the PRISMA (Preferred Reporting Items for

Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses) method, we

proceeded stepwise using six computerized databases: Google

Scholar, PubMed, PsychInfo, Academic Search Premier, Ebsco,

and Sciencedirect to search for relevant studies. We limited the

search to 10 years (2011–2021). In each database, we used the

same search terms: virtual reality and cancer, virtual reality and

oncology, virtual reality and anxiety, virtual reality and cancer

and anxiety, virtual reality and pain, virtual reality and cancer

and pain. We also manually searched bibliographic references of

included studies and previously published systematic reviews.

2.2 Study selection

Our inclusion criteria incorporated studies explicitly

examining the effectiveness of VR as a distraction tool in

oncology. In this sense, we excluded all studies that were
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unrelated to cancer and all research conducted with cancer

populations whose purpose was not associated with

distraction to improve emotional state and decrease pain.

2.3 Data collection

To collect the data, we extracted all relevant information

from the selected articles into an Excel file: characteristics of the

study population sample, type of cancer, psychological variables,

VR equipment, environments, immersive tasks, methodology,

objectives of the studies, medical context, stated theoretical

frameworks and main results, as well as current limitations of

VR and its future direction.

2.4 Data analysis

The selected articles were subjected to a literature review

to exploit and classify the results according to recurrent

characteristics that allowed the different studies to be

compared. The selected characteristics included VR

equipment, immersive modalities, environments,

effectiveness of VR in oncology, theoretical basis for the

benefits of VR, limitations, and future direction of VR

distraction to decrease pain intensity and anxiety in clinical

situations.

3 Results

3.1 State of the art presentation

3.1.1 Characteristics of the studies
3.1.1.1 Population

Nearly three-quarters of the selected studies evaluating the

intervention of VR during the management of cancer patients

(1,153 participants aged 6–85 years) were conducted with adults

(72, 73%, 16/22 studies) (Chirico et al., 2019; Bani Mohammad

and Ahmad, 2018; Pizzoli et al., 2019; Niki et al., 2019; Johnson

et al., 2020; Schneider et al., 2011; Espinoza et al., 2012; Baños

et al., 2013; Li et al., 2016; Glennon et al., 2018; Gupta and Hande,

2019; Higgins et al., 2019; Garrett et al., 2020; Gerçeker et al.,

2020; Scates et al., 2020; Buche et al., 2021). The remaining

studies were conducted in pediatric oncology (27, 27%, 6/

22 studies) (Li et al., 2011; Atzori et al., 2018; Birnie et al.,

2018; Semerci et al., 2020; Sharifpour et al., 2020; Tennant et al.,

2020).

3.1.1.2 Type of cancer in which virtual reality has been

proposed

The qualitative analysis of these studies reveals a clear

diversity in the medical context for evaluating the effects of

VR according to the type of cancer. As shown in Figure 1, more

than a third of the studies were performed during the treatment

of breast cancer (36.36%) (Chirico et al., 2019; Bani Mohammad

FIGURE 1
Type of cancer in which VR has been proposed.
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and Ahmad, 2018; Pizzoli et al., 2019; Schneider et al., 2011;

Espinoza et al., 2012; Gupta and Hande, 2019; Garrett et al., 2020;

Buche et al., 2021) and almost a third during the management of

blood cancer (e.g., leukemia) and/or lymphatic system (e.g.,

lymphoma) (27.27%) (Glennon et al., 2018; Garrett et al.,

2020; Li et al., 2011; Atzori et al., 2018; Birnie et al., 2018;

Tennant et al., 2020). A few studies have examined the effects of

VR during treatment of lung cancer (Niki et al., 2019; Schneider

et al., 2011; Espinoza et al., 2012; Garrett et al., 2020), bone cancer

and brain tumors (Li et al., 2011; Birnie et al., 2018; Sharifpour

et al., 2020; Tennant et al., 2020) (18.18% each). Few studies

included patients with germ cell tumors (13.64%) (Li et al., 2011;

Sharifpour et al., 2020; Tennant et al., 2020), skin cancer (9.09%)

(Higgins et al., 2019; Tennant et al., 2020), or kidney cancer

(9.09%) (Niki et al., 2019; Garrett et al., 2020), while some types

of cancer were invoked only once in VR applicability (4.55%

each) (see Figure 1: Type of cancer in which VR has been

proposed) (Niki et al., 2019; Schneider et al., 2011; Espinoza

et al., 2012; Baños et al., 2013; Garrett et al., 2020; Sharifpour

et al., 2020).

3.1.2 Context of virtual reality intervention in
oncology

In addition to the types of cancer, studies have evaluated the

benefits of VR according to the context of VR use (see Figure 2:

Contexts of Use). In the context of long-term hospitalization, VR

is used as a distraction tool to promote emotional and physical

well-being (31.81%, 7/22 studies) (Bani Mohammad and Ahmad,

2018; Espinoza et al., 2012; Baños et al., 2013; Gupta and Hande,

2019; Higgins et al., 2019; Li et al., 2011; Tennant et al., 2020). In

the context of day hospitalization, it is proposed in particular

when patients have to undergo a painful medical procedure

(i.e., catheter port placement, venipuncture, IV station, bone

marrow aspiration and biopsy) to reduce acute pain (27.27%, 6/

22 studies) (Glennon et al., 2018; Gerçeker et al., 2020; Scates

et al., 2020; Atzori et al., 2018; Birnie et al., 2018; Semerci et al.,

2020). Its application in oncology is no longer limited to

chemotherapy sessions (13.64%, 3/22 studies) (Chirico et al.,

2019; Schneider et al., 2011; Sharifpour et al., 2020). Distraction

under VR is now used in palliative care (9.09%, 2/22 studies) to

relieve symptoms in terminally ill patients (Niki et al., 2019;

Johnson et al., 2020) and at home (9.09%, 2/22 studies) to

manage patients’ chronic pain (Garrett et al., 2020), alleviate

symptoms of psychological distress and promote patient

empowerment (Li et al., 2016). In physiotherapy, this

distraction strategy has recently been proposed during post-

mastectomy scar massage sessions by comparing participative

and contemplative distraction (4.55%, 1/22 studies) (Buche et al.,

2021). Finally, only one study went outside themedical context to

test the first virtual laboratory experiment measuring the effects

of VR associated with two different relaxation techniques

(i.e., breath control vs. Body Scanning Procedure) on breast

cancer patients (4.55%, 1/22 studies) (Pizzoli et al., 2019).

3.1.3 Benefits of virtual reality in oncology
Distraction is a non-pharmacological technique increasingly

used by healthcare professionals to alleviate anxiety and pain

related to medical procedures (Bani Mohammad and Ahmad,

2018; Gold et al., 2007). The underlying mechanism of the power

of distraction relies on the limited cognitive resources of an

individual’s attention (Arane et al., 2017). An engaging and

attractive distractor diverts the patients’ attention and hinders

their ability to process external negative stimuli, decreasing

anxiety, and pain (Gold et al., 2007; Kleiber and McCarthy,

2006). Two forms of distraction can be distinguished: a passive

form (e.g., watching television, listening to music) and an active

form (e.g., electronic games) (Arane et al., 2017; Koller and

Goldman, 2012). Thus, using a distractor is a cognitive strategy

that can passively redirect the patients’ attention or actively

involve them in a task (Gold et al., 2007; Kleiber and Harper,

1999). VR is a powerful distractor as it can offer several degrees of

involvement by immersing the patient in a contemplative or

participative environment that mobilizes several senses (Chirico

et al., 2019; Ahmadpour et al., 2020; Buche et al., 2021). The

multimodal aspect of VR induces a subjective feeling of being

present in the environment (Chirico et al., 2019).

On the one hand, the effectiveness of VR lies in the intensity

of this multisensory immersion called the sense of presence

(Tennant et al., 2020), that is, the subjective experience of

being in another place than the one where the individual is

physically located (Witmer and Singer, 1998). On the other hand,

its effectiveness depends on the patients’ sensory, cognitive, and

emotional involvement as well as the level of acceptability of this

tool (Garrett et al., 2020). The degree of engagement and

interactivity are closely related to the sense of presence and

increased attention to distraction, leading to an increase in the

positive effects of VR (Birnie et al., 2018).

FIGURE 2
Context of VR intervention in oncology.
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3.1.3.1 Anxiety/stress

The benefits of VR have been shown to affect anxiety in

cancer patients (Chirico et al., 2019; Bani Mohammad and

Ahmad, 2018; Pizzoli et al., 2019; Niki et al., 2019; Espinoza

et al., 2012; Baños et al., 2013; Gupta and Hande, 2019; Higgins

et al., 2019; Garrett et al., 2020; Gerçeker et al., 2020; Scates et al.,

2020; Li et al., 2011; Tennant et al., 2020; Buche et al., 2021). Two-

thirds of the selected studies focused on anxiety relief (14/

22 studies, see Figure 3: Percentage of studies evaluating the

effects of VR in oncology) (Chirico et al., 2019; Bani Mohammad

and Ahmad, 2018; Niki et al., 2019; Johnson et al., 2020;

Schneider et al., 2011; Li et al., 2016; Glennon et al., 2018;

Gupta and Hande, 2019; Higgins et al., 2019; Gerçeker et al.,

2020; Scates et al., 2020; Li et al., 2011; Tennant et al., 2020; Buche

et al., 2021). In most cases, the application of VR as a distraction

tool promotes a significant decrease in anxiety during

chemotherapy sessions (Chirico et al., 2019), during

hospitalization (Bani Mohammad and Ahmad, 2018; Niki

et al., 2019; Gupta and Hande, 2019; Higgins et al., 2019;

Tennant et al., 2020), during painful procedures (Gerçeker

et al., 2020; Scates et al., 2020) and physiotherapy

rehabilitation (Buche et al., 2021). Participative VR seems to

be a more effective distractive strategy than music for improving

emotional wellbeing (Chirico et al., 2019). Distraction is defined

by Lazarus and Folkman’s (1984) stress and coping model

(Lazarus et al., 1984) as a coping strategy, namely the set of

cognitive and behavioral efforts intended to control, reduce, or

tolerate an aversive situation (Chirico et al., 2019). Distraction

under VR regulates patients’ emotional responses related to

distressing medical procedures through selective attention that

focuses attention on pleasant stimuli in the virtual environment.

Thus, using participative VR is an active “vigilant” strategy, while

listening to music is a distractive strategy that requires only

passive attentional engagement on the part of patients.

Moreover, immersion in a natural environment significantly

enhances the power of distraction by, among other things,

leading to increased feelings of peace and relaxation in

patients (Scates et al., 2020). Scates et al. (2020) support

Kaplan and Kaplan’s (1989) (Kaplan and Kaplan, 1989)

attention restoration theory that natural environments can

refocus attention but also Ulrich et al.’s (1991)

psychophysiological stress recovery theory (Ulrich et al., 1991)

where positive distractions involving natural elements (e.g., trees,

flowers, streams, etc.) help individuals combat stress. Beyond

natural content, (Niki et al., 2019) speculate that retrieval of

episodic memories involving the medial temporal lobe may

promote decreased anxiety and depression (Ramirez et al.,

2015). Thus, they suggest that the hippocampal region is

particularly involved in the biological mechanisms by which a

VR simulating a pleasant place already visited by the individual in

the real world would alleviate anxiety and depression.

3.1.3.2 Mood improvement

As for the studies focused on mood improvement (8/

22 studies), they generally show that VR can promote the

emotional wellbeing of patients (Pizzoli et al., 2019; Niki

et al., 2019; Buche et al., 2021; Li et al., 2011) by increasing

positive emotions such as joy or happiness and decreasing

negative emotions such as fear (Gerçeker et al., 2020), sadness

(Espinoza et al., 2012; Baños et al., 2013) and anger (Tennant

et al., 2020). Baños et al. (2013) refer to the broaden-and-build

theory proposed by Fredrickson et al. (2001), which is based on

positive psychology. According to this theory, the promotion and

experience of positive emotions expand individuals’ momentary

repertoires of thought-action. The ability to experience positive

emotions can create and strengthen lasting personal resources

that are useful for coping with difficult times during cancer

management.

3.1.3.3 Perception of pain

Half of the studies presented in Table 1 focused on the

reduction of pain intensity in oncology (11/22 studies) (Bani

Mohammad and Ahmad, 2018; Niki et al., 2019; Johnson et al.,

2020; Glennon et al., 2018; Garrett et al., 2020; Gerçeker et al.,

2020; Atzori et al., 2018; Birnie et al., 2018; Semerci et al., 2020;

Sharifpour et al., 2020; Tennant et al., 2020). The different

FIGURE 3
Percentage of studies evaluating the effects of VR in oncology.
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TABLE 1 Studies on the benefits of virtual reality.

Study Objectives Procedure Theoretical framework Results

Schneider et al.
(2011)

To decrease anxiety and reduce
perceived treatment time

Chemotherapy The pacemaker– accumulator cognitive
model of time perception Burle and Casini,
(2001); Wittmann and Paulus, (2008);
Droit-Volet and Gil, (2009)

Reduction of the perceived time
during the intervention

Li et al. (2011) To evaluate the benefits of therapeutic
VR games to help children cope with
hospital anxiety and depression

Hospitalization Decrease in depression

Espinoza et al.
(2012)

To induce positive emotions and
improve emotional wellbeing

Hospitalization Improvement of distress and
happiness level; Increase of positive
emotions (joy, relaxation); Decrease
of negative emotions (sadness,
anxiety)

Baños et al.
(2013)

To induce positive emotions and
improve the emotional wellbeing of
patients with metastatic cancer

Hospitalization Fredrickson’s theory (2001) broaden-and-
build theory; Fredrickson, (2001)

Increase in positive emotions (joy,
relaxation); Decrease in negative
emotions (sadness, anxiety)

Li et al. (2016) To alleviate symptoms of psychological
distress and promote patient autonomy
through low-cost VR distraction

At home Relaxing environment for most
participants

Atzori et al.
(2018)

To control pain in young patients
during venipuncture with VR
distraction

Painful procedure
Venipuncture

The Eccleston and Crombez’s (1999)
Attention Pain Theory; Eccleston and
Crombez, (1999)

Decrease in pain

Birnie et al.
(2018)

To manage pain (pain management) in
young patients using distraction in VR

Painful procedure:
Implantable Venous
Access (IVAD)

Fun and enjoyable pain
management; Interactivity,
engagement, and pleasure influence
the sense of presence resulting in a
decrease in the intensity of acute
pain

Glennon et al.
(2018)

To determine the effects of VR on pain
and anxiety

Painful procedure:
Bone marrow
aspiration and biopsy

No significant effects on pain and
anxiety

Bani Mohammad
and Ahmad,
(2018)

To decrease pain intensity and anxiety Hospitalization Improvement of morphine
analgesia; Decreased anxiety

Chirico et al.
(2019)

To relieve psychological distress
through distraction and improve
treatment tolerance

Chemotherapy The Lazarus and Folkman’s stress and
coping model (1984)
Lazarus et al. (1984)

Decreased anxiety after VR and
music therapy; More effective than
music therapy in decreasing anxiety
(NS), depression and fatigue

Gupta and
Hande, (2019)

To decrease hospital anxiety Hospitalization after
surgery (mastectomy)

Decreased anxiety and depression

Higgins et al.
(2019)

To minimize feelings of anxiety or pain Ambulatory surgery Significant improvement in patient
anxiety and satisfaction with VR, no
decrease in pain intensity

Niki et al. (2019) To improve the various symptoms of
terminal cancer patients

Palliative Decreased all cancer-related
symptoms in both conditions, but
NS for the “Places desired to visit but
never visited” group

Pizzoli et al.
(2019)

To promote emotional wellbeing
through two relaxation exercises in VR

Laboratory Soothing and pleasant state after
each relaxation exercise under VR,
but more relaxation after the body
scan

Sharifpour et al.
(2020)

To evaluate the effect of VR therapy on
chemotherapy-related pain

Chemotherapy The gate control theory of pain, Reduction
of attentional bias related to pain; Melzack
and Wall, (1996)

Improvement in pain intensity,
anxiety, catastrophizing and self-
efficacy; The positive effect of VR
remained constant in the 1st and 2nd
follow-up period

Garrett et al.
(2020)

To manage chronic pain (chronic pain
management) through daily VR
therapy

At home Immersive VR distraction facilitated
a sense of presence, drawing
attention away from pain; Improved
sleep quality and emotional state

Gerçeker et al.
(2020)

Distraction under VR: to decrease pain
intensity, fear and anxiety related to
Huber’s needle

Painful procedure Port
access

Decreased pain intensity, fear, and
needle anxiety in pediatric
hematology-oncology patients

(Continued on following page)
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results show that immersion in an artificial world is associated

with an analgesic effect (Bani Mohammad and Ahmad, 2018;

Niki et al., 2019; Garrett et al., 2020; Gerçeker et al., 2020; Atzori

et al., 2018; Birnie et al., 2018; Semerci et al., 2020; Sharifpour

et al., 2020; Tennant et al., 2020). VR is a pleasant and effective

distraction strategy used to reduce pain during medical

procedures that can be painful for patients, such as

venipuncture (Atzori et al., 2018) or veinous port access

(Gerçeker et al., 2020; Birnie et al., 2018; Semerci et al.,

2020). The immersive and participative experience can

significantly reduce the acute pain associated with treatments

(Bani Mohammad and Ahmad, 2018; Birnie et al., 2018;

Sharifpour et al., 2020; Tennant et al., 2020) and reduce

chronic pain (Niki et al., 2019; Garrett et al., 2020).

According to Eccleston and Crombez’s (1999) Attention

Pain Theory (Eccleston and Crombez, 1999), the illusion of

being in an artificial world and the patients’ interaction with

objects in the virtual environment may reduce the amount of

attention available to deal with painful stimuli, thus decreasing

the perception of conscious pain (Atzori et al., 2018). Within

the theory of Melzack and Wall (1960) (Melzack and Wall,

1996) entitled “Gate Control Theory of Pain,” the nervous

system contains a neurological gateway controlled by the

cortex that could either block the ascending and descending

pain signals or allow their transmission to the brain to continue

(Sharifpour et al., 2020). For example, attention and negative

emotions such as fear and sadness can open this gateway,

increasing pain perception. In contrast, distraction and

positive emotions such as joy and calmness can close this

gateway, decreasing pain perception. When the gateway is

open, nociceptive messages are allowed to reach the brain;

when it is closed, nociceptive messages are inhibited. Based

on this model, distraction under VR can alleviate pain by

decreasing negative emotions and favoring positive emotions,

thus inducing a decrease in pain perception. In other words,

virtual reality generates a slower reaction to pain reporting by

acting on attention, emotion, and in a broader sense, cognition

(Gold et al., 2007), (Arane et al., 2017).

3.1.3.4 Temporal perception

In the past 10 years, few studies have addressed the issue of

time perception in oncology (Schneider et al., 2003; Schneider

et al., 2004), (Schneider and Hood, 2007). One study (Schneider

et al., 2011), based on the simulation-accumulation cognitive

model (Burle and Casini, 2001; Wittmann and Paulus, 2008;

Droit-Volet and Gil, 2009), explains the effects of distraction

intervention on the perception of time. It seems that time spent

under virtual immersion passes more quickly due to the decrease

in heart rate and negative stimuli of the stressful context, thus

diverting attention from processing temporal information.

3.1.4 Technological diversity
Although the literature has identified the advantages of

distraction under VR in oncology (Michel et al., 2019a), the

TABLE 1 (Continued) Studies on the benefits of virtual reality.

Study Objectives Procedure Theoretical framework Results

Johnson et al.
(2020)

To examine the utility of VR for
terminal cancer patients

Palliative Pleasant, useful and globally well
tolerated; Tendency to improve pain,
fatigue, drowsiness, depression and
anxiety (NS)

Scates et al.
(2020)

To determine if distraction by
immersion in a natural virtual
environment can decrease pain
intensity and anxiety

Painful procedure: port
access, venipuncture,
IV station

Kaplan and Kaplan’s (1989) attention
restoration theory; Kaplan and Kaplan,
(1989), psychophysiological stress recovery
theory Ulrich et al. (1991)

Increased relaxation and feelings of
peace, considerable distraction,
reduced frustration

Semerci et al.
(2020)

To decrease pain intensity with VR
distraction

Painful procedure:
Port access

Decrease in pain intensity; Can be
considered as a complementary
intervention

Tennant et al.
(2020)

To determine the effects of VR on
psychophysiological symptoms by
comparing them to the effects of the
iPad

Hospitalization Decrease in negative symptoms
more important with VR; Positive
mood regardless of content;
Decrease in pain more important
with natural content; Decrease in
anger more important after high
immersion

Buche et al.
(2021)

To compare two immersive modalities
(participatory vs. contemplative) to
listening to music and the presence of a
practitioner to improve emotional state
after breast surgery

Physiotherapy Increase in positive emotions
(i.e., joy and happiness) and decrease
in anxiety regardless of the proposed
accompaniment; More intense
spatial presence with participatory
VR; Reduction in perceived time
with VR

Note. NS, Non-Significant.
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variety of the tools and methods used should be highlighted to

define the optimal conditions for using VR and propose

interfaces adapted to support cancer patients.

3.1.4.1 Hardware used

The vast majority of studies examined in this literature

review take advantage of fully immersive devices through an

HMD headset (86.36%, 19/22 studies) (Chirico et al., 2019; Bani

Mohammad and Ahmad, 2018; Pizzoli et al., 2019; Niki et al.,

2019; Johnson et al., 2020; Schneider et al., 2011; Li et al., 2016;

Glennon et al., 2018; Gupta and Hande, 2019; Higgins et al., 2019;

Garrett et al., 2020; Gerçeker et al., 2020; Scates et al., 2020; Buche

et al., 2021; Atzori et al., 2018; Birnie et al., 2018; Semerci et al.,

2020; Sharifpour et al., 2020; Tennant et al., 2020), while a

minority (9.09%, 2/22 studies) use a device that researchers

describe as “non-immersive” virtual reality for clinical

purposes in oncology via a 32-inch LCD television screen

connected to a computer, keyboard, mouse, and headset

(Espinoza et al., 2012; Baños et al., 2013). Overall, the

immersive devices used are smartphone VR headsets with the

distinction of being low-cost systems (68.42%, 13/19 studies)

(Chirico et al., 2019; Bani Mohammad and Ahmad, 2018; Pizzoli

et al., 2019; Johnson et al., 2020; Li et al., 2016; Gupta and Hande,

2019; Higgins et al., 2019; Gerçeker et al., 2020; Scates et al., 2020;

Buche et al., 2021; Semerci et al., 2020; Sharifpour et al., 2020;

Tennant et al., 2020). In some cases, smartphones VR headsets

are accompanied by headphone (Bani Mohammad and Ahmad,

2018; Birnie et al., 2018), or earphones (Pizzoli et al., 2019; Atzori

et al., 2018), and joysticks (hand controllers) (Li et al., 2016;

Birnie et al., 2018). Few researchers opt for systems as high-tech

as the HCT VIVE headset (Niki et al., 2019; Higgins et al., 2019;

Garrett et al., 2020), ez Vision X4 (Gupta and Hande, 2019) or

Oculus Go (Buche et al., 2021) (26.31%, 5/19 studies). One study

exploited a particular VR system (PlayMotion) (4.55%, 1/

22 studies) in a playroom of a pediatric oncology department.

This system has the particularity of increasing the immersive

space by transforming the room into a totally intuitive and

participative virtual environment since it does not require a

headset or a controller. The software responds to patients’

actions by analyzing the shadows of moving limbs projected

on the walls thanks to sensors.

3.1.4.2 Immersive environments

Regarding the content of virtual environments, a consensus

emerges around natural relaxing environments (90.91% or 20/

22 studies) (Chirico et al., 2019; Bani Mohammad and Ahmad,

2018; Pizzoli et al., 2019; Niki et al., 2019; Johnson et al., 2020;

Schneider et al., 2011; Espinoza et al., 2012; Baños et al., 2013; Li

et al., 2016; Glennon et al., 2018; Higgins et al., 2019; Garrett

et al., 2020; Gerçeker et al., 2020; Scates et al., 2020; Atzori et al.,

2018; Birnie et al., 2018; Semerci et al., 2020; Sharifpour et al.,

2020; Tennant et al., 2020; Buche et al., 2021) rather than urban

ones (13.64%, or 3/22 studies) (Espinoza et al., 2012; Baños et al.,

2013), (Li et al., 2011). Thanks to the extent of research, we now

have a range of natural environments that correspond to the

demand of patients (Michel et al., 2019b). On the one hand, the

environments are built with synthetic images such as sea worlds

(Schneider et al., 2011; Glennon et al., 2018; Higgins et al., 2019;

Gerçeker et al., 2020; Buche et al., 2021; Birnie et al., 2018;

Sharifpour et al., 2020), forests (Pizzoli et al., 2019; Espinoza

et al., 2012; Baños et al., 2013; Garrett et al., 2020; Gerçeker et al.,

2020; Buche et al., 2021) paradise islands (Chirico et al., 2019;

Bani Mohammad and Ahmad, 2018; Sharifpour et al., 2020;

Buche et al., 2021) and mountains (Chirico et al., 2019) with

waterfalls (Pizzoli et al., 2019), and on the other hand, the

environments are created with images captured in 360° of real

world destinations (Niki et al., 2019; Johnson et al., 2020;

Gerçeker et al., 2020; Tennant et al., 2020). For some of them,

this natural component is complemented by playful content

(50%, 11/22 studies) which includes, for example, roller

coaster simulations (Johnson et al., 2020; Gerçeker et al.,

2020; Semerci et al., 2020) or space travel (Johnson et al.,

2020; Garrett et al., 2020). Some studies include educational

(Bani Mohammad and Ahmad, 2018; Gerçeker et al., 2020),

enigmatic (Schneider et al., 2011; Garrett et al., 2020), creative

(Higgins et al., 2019; Li et al., 2011), cultural (Schneider et al.,

2011; Tennant et al., 2020), musical (Garrett et al., 2020), or

sports games (Li et al., 2011) environments. Some studies are not

standardized and vary accordingly to content by integrating

mixed environments (i.e., playful and relaxing) (18.18%, 4/

22 studies) (Johnson et al., 2020; Higgins et al., 2019; Garrett

et al., 2020; Gerçeker et al., 2020) with still images while others

involve videos (Johnson et al., 2020).

3.1.4.3 Interactivity

The diversity of the devices also concerns the levels of

sensorimotor interactivity. Contemplative VR inviting patients

to observe the virtual environment (45.45%, 10/22 studies)

(Pizzoli et al., 2019; Niki et al., 2019; Espinoza et al., 2012;

Baños et al., 2013; Glennon et al., 2018; Garrett et al., 2020; Buche

et al., 2021; Semerci et al., 2020; Sharifpour et al., 2020; Tennant

et al., 2020), is opposed to participative VR, called participative

VR, which offers patients the possibility to act as an actor in the

virtual world (27.27%, 6/22 studies) (Chirico et al., 2019; Li et al.,

2016; Buche et al., 2021; Li et al., 2011; Atzori et al., 2018; Birnie

et al., 2018). Almost a third of the studies do not control for this

participative variable that involves patients to different degrees in

immersive experiences (27.27%, 6/22 studies) (Bani Mohammad

and Ahmad, 2018; Johnson et al., 2020; Schneider et al., 2011;

Higgins et al., 2019; Garrett et al., 2020; Gerçeker et al., 2020) or

do not report on the sensorimotor interaction between patients

and the virtual device (4.55%, 1/22 studies) (Gupta and Hande,

2019). Contemplative immersions consist of passive observation

of virtual environments (Bani Mohammad and Ahmad, 2018;

Glennon et al., 2018) with sometimes the possibility of navigating

(Espinoza et al., 2012; Baños et al., 2013; Buche et al., 2021;
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Tennant et al., 2020) or performing meditation (Johnson et al.,

2020; Garrett et al., 2020) and relaxation exercises such as the

control of breathing frequencies (Espinoza et al., 2012; Baños

et al., 2013) or the focusing of attention on physical sensations to

improve emotional wellbeing (Pizzoli et al., 2019). Participatory

immersions offer multiple possibilities of actions such as

participative explorations by body limb movements (Chirico

et al., 2019; Bani Mohammad and Ahmad, 2018; Gerçeker

et al., 2020; Buche et al., 2021; Li et al., 2011) or educational

ones by information retrieval (Bani Mohammad and Ahmad,

2018; Li et al., 2011). Explorations require solving mysteries by

strategically choosing different options to advance in the scenario

(Schneider et al., 2011; Garrett et al., 2020). Others consist in

modifying objects in the environment (Li et al., 2016; Buche et al.,

2021) or in painting one’s environment in three dimensions

(Higgins et al., 2019; Li et al., 2011). Finally, target games allow

the patient to aim at characters or objects present in the

environment by pointing with the use of game controllers

(Johnson et al., 2020; Birnie et al., 2018) or a computer mouse

and keyboard (Atzori et al., 2018).

3.1.4.4 Audio and sound

Apart from the visual contents and their participative

potentialities, there is a form of consensus on the need to

solicit the auditory sensory modality (Bani Mohammad and

Ahmad, 2018; Pizzoli et al., 2019; Johnson et al., 2020; Espinoza

et al., 2012; Baños et al., 2013; Li et al., 2016; Glennon et al., 2018;

Garrett et al., 2020; Gerçeker et al., 2020; Scates et al., 2020; Buche

et al., 2021; Semerci et al., 2020; Sharifpour et al., 2020). This

auditory component is thought to favor the immersive experience

that increases the intensity of the sense of presence in the virtual

world. However, we notice a certain heterogeneity regarding the

aural characteristics of the proposed devices. Some immersions are

enhanced by a background sound related to the virtual

environment (e.g., nature sounds, sound feedback, educational

narration) (Bani Mohammad and Ahmad, 2018; Gerçeker et al.,

2020; Scates et al., 2020; Buche et al., 2021; Sharifpour et al., 2020),

whereas others are accompanied by soothing musical stimuli (Li

et al., 2016; Glennon et al., 2018; Garrett et al., 2020; Buche et al.,

2021; Semerci et al., 2020) associated with guided relaxation

(Johnson et al., 2020; Espinoza et al., 2012; Baños et al., 2013)

with the help of a qualified yoga and mindfulness instructor

(Pizzoli et al., 2019).

3.1.5 Methodological diversity
3.1.5.1 Experimental design

Beyond the technological diversity, there are differences in the

scientific methodologies used. These differences can be observed in

terms of the comparison of experimental methods. Almost half of

the studies do not compare distraction under VR to a control group

or to another formof distraction (40.91%, 9/22 studies) (Pizzoli et al.,

2019; Niki et al., 2019; Johnson et al., 2020; Espinoza et al., 2012;

Baños et al., 2013; Li et al., 2016; Gupta and Hande, 2019; Higgins

et al., 2019; Birnie et al., 2018). As for the control groups, they consist

of apprehending the medical act without distraction (50%) (Chirico

et al., 2019; Bani Mohammad and Ahmad, 2018; Niki et al., 2019;

Schneider et al., 2011; Glennon et al., 2018; Gerçeker et al., 2020;

Scates et al., 2020; Buche et al., 2021; Atzori et al., 2018; Semerci et al.,

2020; Sharifpour et al., 2020). Thus, the difference between the

groups could be due to using a distractive device rather than the

specific use of VR. Only 22.73% of the research (5/22 studies)

compared the virtual device to another distractive mode, either by

presenting the same content through another medium

(i.e., computer, television, or tablet: 13.64%) (Glennon et al.,

2018; Garrett et al., 2020; Tennant et al., 2020) or by comparing

VR to music (9.09%) (Chirico et al., 2019; Buche et al., 2021).

According to the reported results, VR was more conducive to

reducing negative symptoms with a greater decrease in anger

levels after more intense immersion (Tennant et al., 2020). A

gender effect was found with a higher increase in positive mood

with VR than with iPad in young females (Tennant et al., 2020).

Therefore, VR may be a more powerful form of distraction than

tablet games by facilitating a sense of presence in a new environment

diverting attention from pain (Garrett et al., 2020). Similarly, VR has

been shown to be more effective than music therapy in relieving

depression and fatigue (Chirico et al., 2019). VR was also more

effective than listening to classical music in reducing estimated care

time regardless of whether the immersion was participative or

passive (Buche et al., 2021).

3.1.5.2 Familiarization

Only six out of twenty-two studies implemented a

familiarization phase before starting the real immersive

experience (27.27%), (Chirico et al., 2019; Johnson et al.,

2020; Gupta and Hande, 2019; Gerçeker et al., 2020; Atzori

et al., 2018; Scates et al., 2020). The studies that implemented

this familiarization phase in their research protocol showed

significant results in reducing anger, pain, and anxiety

(83.33%, 5/6 studies). This step might be necessary to

decrease the surprise effect and the naive attractiveness of the

patients to obtain a more accurate measure of their emotional

states associated with the virtual immersion (Buche et al., 2021).

These familiarization phases nevertheless present

methodological differences. The most frequent method

consists of the experimenter accompanying the patients to

guide them during their first manipulations (50%, 3/

6 studies), (Chirico et al., 2019; Johnson et al., 2020; Atzori

et al., 2018). In comparison, others consist in viewing a

handholding video during which the patient can practice

(16.66%, 1/6 studies) (Tennant et al., 2020) or start the

immersion a few minutes before the medical procedure

(16.66%, 1/6 studies) (Gerçeker et al., 2020). In daily VR

exposures, this familiarization phase can result in a short

immersion of 10 min on the first day of experimentation with

a progressive increase in immersion time going up to 30 min per

day (16.66%, 1/6 studies) (Gupta and Hande, 2019).
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TABLE 2 Nature of measure and instruments in studies evaluating the effects of virtual reality in oncology.

Study Nature of
measure

Instruments

Schneider et al. (2011) Anxiety State Anxiety Inventory (STAI)
Fatigue Piper Fatigue Scale (PFS)
Temporality Oral questions

Li et al. (2011) Anxiety Chinese Version of the State Anxiety Scale for Children (CSAS-C)
Mood state Center for Epidemiologic Studies Depression Scale for Children (CES-DC)

Espinoza et al. (2012) Anxiety - Depression Hospital Anxiety and Depression Scale (HADS)
Mood state Fordyce Questionnaire, Visual Analogical Scales (VAS) Mood
Pain - Fatigue VAS Physical Discomfort

Baños et al. (2013) Mood state VAS Mood
Pain - Fatigue VAS Physical Discomfort
Cyber Sickness Open-ended questions about side effects
Virtual experience VAS Satisfaction, Open ended questions on the level of engagement, the difficulties encountered, the immersive

experience

Li et al. (2016) Anxiety Semi-structured interview
Cyber Sickness Motion Sickness Susceptibility Questionnaire (MSSQ Short Version)
Virtual experience Semi-structured interview for the VR interface

Atzori et al. (2018) Pain VAS Pain
Cyber Sickness VAS Nausea
Virtual experience VAS quality and pleasure of the VR experience

Birnie et al. (2018) Anxiety Numerical Rating Scale (NPS) anxiety
Pain Numerical Pain Scale (NRS)
Cyber Sickness NRS Nausea
Virtual experience Semi-structured interview on the immersive experience, acceptability, feelings

Glennon et al. (2018) Anxiety Likert-type scale: anxiety
Pain NPS
Physiology Blood pressure, pulse rate, respiration, temperature, oxygen saturation percentage in oxygen

Bani Mohammad and Ahmad,
(2018)

Anxiety STAI
Pain VAS Pain
Cognitive function Mini-Mental State Examination (MMSE)

Chirico et al. (2019) Anxiety STAI
Mood state Short Version of Profile of Mood States (SV-POM)
Cyber Sickness Mood stateCyber Sickness Questionnaire (VRSQ)

Gupta and Hande, (2019) Anxiety - Depression HADS

Higgins et al. (2019) Anxiety Beck Anxiety Inventory (BAI)
Pain 10-point scale
Virtual experience 10-point scale

Niki et al. (2019) Palliative symptoms Edmonton Symptom Assessment System (ESAS) Japanese version
Cyber Sickness NRS in 11 points: Dizziness and headaches
Virtual experience NRS in 11 points: Pleasure of the experience

Pizzoli et al. (2019) Mood state Self-Assessment Manikin (SAM), VAS relaxation
Sense of presence VAS sense of presence

Sharifpour et al. (2020) Pain Pain Anxiety Symptoms Scale (PASS), Pain Catastrophizing Scale (PCS), Pain Self-Efficacy Questionnaire
(PSEQ), McGill Pain Questionnaire (MPQ)

Garrett et al. (2020) Chronic pain Focus group and semi-structured interview
Virtual experience Focus group and semi-structured interview: effectiveness of VR, mode of action, usability, technical aspects

Gerçeker et al. (2020) Anxiety The Children’s Anxiety Meter-State (CAM-S)
Pain Wong-Baker Faces (WBS) Pain Rating Scale
Fear The Child Fear Scale (CFS)

Johnson et al. (2020) Palliative symptoms Revised Edmonton Symptom Assessment Scale (ESAS-r)

Scates et al. (2020) Anxiety Likert-type scale
Pain Likert-type scalle
Virtual experience Open ended questions about the feeling and the immersive experience

Semerci et al. (2020) Pain WBS Pain Rating Scale

(Continued on following page)
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3.1.5.3 Duration of immersion

The duration varies mainly according to the duration of the

medical act. For short painful procedures such as catheter

insertion or venipuncture, immersion varies from 3 to

18 min (Glennon et al., 2018; Buche et al., 2021; Scates et al.,

2020; Atzori et al., 2018; Birnie et al., 2018; Semerci et al., 2020).

When the context allows for a longer immersion, as is the case

in chemotherapy, during long-term hospitalization or on return

home, VR is proposed between 10 and 63 min (Schneider et al.,

2011; Higgins et al., 2019; Tennant et al., 2020; Buche et al.,

2021), although in 60% of cases (i.e., 9/15 studies), the

immersion time mainly applied by the experimenters

corresponds to 30 min (Niki et al., 2019; Johnson et al.,

2020; Espinoza et al., 2012; Baños et al., 2013; Li et al., 2016;

Gupta and Hande, 2019; Garrett et al., 2020; Li et al., 2011;

Sharifpour et al., 2020). Most virtual immersions lasting 30 min

reported positive effects (88.88%, 8/9 studies) (Niki et al., 2019;

Espinoza et al., 2012; Baños et al., 2013; Li et al., 2016; Gupta

and Hande, 2019; Garrett et al., 2020; Li et al., 2011; Sharifpour

et al., 2020). According to the diversity of the medical act in

which VR is proposed, there is no strong consensus on the most

favorable duration of immersion.

In terms of measurement tools (See Table 2: Nature of

measures and instruments in studies evaluating the effects of

VR in oncology), most studies collected quantitative data (21/22,

95.45%). Only one study used a qualitative inductive approach

using the interpretive description method to explore participants’

experiences (Garrett et al., 2020). Seven studies collected

qualitative data (31.82%) (Baños et al., 2013; Li et al., 2016;

Higgins et al., 2019; Scates et al., 2020; Buche et al., 2021; Birnie

et al., 2018; Sharifpour et al., 2020). Only two studies (9.09%)

collected physiological data such as blood pressure, pulse rate,

respiration, temperature, and percent oxygen saturation using an

oximeter (Glennon et al., 2018; Tennant et al., 2020).

Regarding measures reflecting emotional state, anxiety was

mainly measured using the State Anxiety Inventory (STAI)

(Chirico et al., 2019; Bani Mohammad and Ahmad, 2018;

Schneider et al., 2011; Buche et al., 2021) and depression

using the Hospital Anxiety Depression Scales (HADS). Mood

states were most often assessed using the Visual Analogical Scales

(VAS) (Pizzoli et al., 2019; Espinoza et al., 2012; Baños et al.,

2013; Tennant et al., 2020) and the Self-Assessment Manikin

(SAM) (Pizzoli et al., 2019; Buche et al., 2021). Concerning pain,

most researchers have opted for scales (see Table 2: Nature and

measurement tools in studies evaluating the effects of VR in

oncology) (Bani Mohammad and Ahmad, 2018; Espinoza et al.,

2012; Baños et al., 2013; Glennon et al., 2018; Higgins et al., 2019;

Scates et al., 2020; Atzori et al., 2018; Birnie et al., 2018; Semerci

et al., 2020; Tennant et al., 2020), while others have used specific

questionnaires to measure several components of pain such as

pain anxiety, catastrophizing, self-efficacy and intensity

(Sharifpour et al., 2020). In addition, the Edmonton Symptom

Assessment System (ESAS) questionnaire has been used to assess

the various symptoms of palliative cancer (Niki et al., 2019;

Johnson et al., 2020). The question of temporality was asked

orally (Schneider et al., 2011) or by using a VAS from 0 to 40 min

with a 5-min interval (Buche et al., 2021).

Semi-structured interviews (Li et al., 2016; Garrett et al., 2020;

Birnie et al., 2018) accompanied by various scales (Higgins et al.,

2019) (Baños et al., 2013) and supplemented by open-ended (Baños

et al., 2013; Scates et al., 2020) or multiple-choice questions (Buche

et al., 2021) were conducted to examine the virtual experience with

patients. Discomfort that could be caused by the virtual device was

monitored through different questionnaires (Chirico et al., 2019; Li

et al., 2016; Tennant et al., 2020; Buche et al., 2021), scales (Niki et al.,

2019; Birnie et al., 2018; Atzori et al., 2018) and open-ended

questions (Baños et al., 2013). Only three studies (13.64%)

assessed the subjective feeling of presence in the virtual world

using questionnaires (Tennant et al., 2020; Buche et al., 2021) or

a VAS (Pizzoli et al., 2019).

In addition, uncommon measures in VR in oncology were

collected: one study assessed cognitive function to screen for

cognitive impairment in hospitalized adults and determine

patients’ ability to manipulate the virtual device (Bani

TABLE 2 (Continued) Nature of measure and instruments in studies evaluating the effects of virtual reality in oncology.

Study Nature of
measure

Instruments

Tennant et al. (2020) Anxiety VAS, Child-report Spence Children’s Anxiety Scale (SCAS) short form
Mood state VAS
Pain VAS
Sense of presence Child-report Adapted version of the Total Immersion subscale of the Augmented Reality Immersion (ARI)

questionnaire
Cyber sickness Child Simulation Sickness Questionnaire (CSSQ)
Physiology Puls
Quality of life Parent-proxy report Pediatric Quality of Life Inventory™ Cancer Module (PedsQL)

Buche et al. (2021) Anxiety STAI
Mood state SAM
Temporality VAS
Sense of presence Independent Television Commision – Sens of Presence Inventory (ITC-SOPI)
Cyber sickness Questionnaire on Cyber sickness (CQ)
Virtual experience Multiple choice questions
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Mohammad and Ahmad, 2018). Another assessed quality of life

in young patients (Tennant et al., 2020).

3.2 Research recommendations

Based on the twenty-two studies selected, this third part aims

to optimize the methodological choices made in the studies by

encouraging the use of practices that are comparable from one

study to another for a more rigorous comparison of the reported

effects. From a strictly methodological point of view, it seems

promising to continue the reflection already initiated at several

levels: the degree of interactivity of the devices to be proposed to

the patients; the contents to be preferred; the duration of the

distractive session; the context of use.

Given the literature, it seems that having access to dynamic

feedback from our actions in the virtual environment is a primary

criterion for giving patients the feeling of being immersed inside this

environment (Chirico et al., 2019; Buche et al., 2021). Participatory

immersion can provide better experiential quality than

contemplative immersion by actively engaging patients (Garrett

et al., 2020). Future studies should evaluate the links between

immersive quality and distraction power benefits under VR to

leverage this finding. It is worth noting that the auditory

component contributes to the immersion of patients in the

virtual world (Michel et al., 2019b) as this is notably the case of

natural environments enhanced with background sound, relaxing

music, or guided relaxation. These results aremore convincingwhen

the technology allows a qualitative VR experience. Devices with high

technological quality promote the feeling of presence (Cummings

and Bailenson, 2016) and the quality of the distraction. In summary,

the better the technical quality, the more intense the transport into

the virtual environment.

If there is a consensus on the need to present patientswith natural

and high-definition sound content, developing new and constantly

renewed content is essential to overcome the phenomenon of

habituation. A regularly updated system could preserve the awe of

this innovative device and continue to captivate patients even after

repeated immersions. The exploitation of future software should

further engage the patient in the immersive task mobilizing his

cognitive resources at different levels ranging from distraction to

concentration or skill reinforcement (Ahmadpour et al., 2020).

Although VR is a promising technology, there are still some

limitations to applying this distractive tool in oncology. To date,

it is difficult to recommend an immersive duration most

conducive to patients’ emotional comfort. It would be

interesting to evaluate the differential effects of time immersed

in the virtual environment (Tennant et al., 2020). Immersion

time seems to be determined by the nature and duration of

medical procedures and not by the relaxation/distraction needs

of the patient. Thus, devices that adapt the duration of immersion

to individual patient needs and preferences would be a

considerable asset to enhance the benefits of distraction.

The context of VR use essentially conditions the duration of

immersion. However, specific methodological recommendations

can be retained. Given the observed results, an extended

hospitalization allows a progressive increase in immersion time,

allowing the patients to become a little more familiar with the

virtual device each day (Gupta and Hande, 2019). To ensure the

benefits of VR, it would be preferable that the virtual experience

not exceed 30 min per day during a long-term hospitalization

(Niki et al., 2019; Johnson et al., 2020; Espinoza et al., 2012; Baños

et al., 2013; Gupta and Hande, 2019; Li et al., 2011). During an

outpatient hospitalization involving short, painful procedures such

as port access or venipuncture, it would seem appropriate that the

immersion starts 2–5 min before the medical act (familiarization

phase) and continues until the end of the procedure (experimental

phase) (Buche et al., 2021; Atzori et al., 2018). In chemotherapy,

following Chirico et al. (2019), a familiarization phase of 5–10 min

could be introduced to optimize the effects of the virtual

experience. As for the duration of the immersive experience

during the administration of chemotherapy, there is currently

no consensus in the literature to propose a recommendation

(Chirico et al., 2019; Schneider et al., 2011; Sharifpour et al., 2020).

When examining the benefits using VR in oncology, it is

regrettable to note the absence of a control condition in nearly

half of the studies (Pizzoli et al., 2019; Niki et al., 2019; Johnson et al.,

2020; Espinoza et al., 2012; Baños et al., 2013; Li et al., 2016; Gupta

and Hande, 2019; Higgins et al., 2019; Birnie et al., 2018). In the

future, researchers should design randomized controlled studies that

compare medical care using VR for distraction with the same care

without using distraction (i.e., a control condition) as well as this

same care using other distractive strategies (i.e., different conditions)

to reveal in amore rigorous comparison setting the true effectiveness

of virtual immersion in oncology.

In addition, somemeasurement tools are not systematically used.

Assessing the risk of side effects from virtual devices is helpful to

ensure that VR is well tolerated by patients. This also allows us to

distinguish between the physical discomfort of treatment and those

that VR may cause. Future studies evaluating the effects of VR

through physiological variables such as heart rate, oxygenation

rate, or skin conductance could refine the assessment of patients’

emotional states (Chirico et al., 2019). The measurement of the

subjective sense of presence in the virtual environment should be

systematized in oncology, knowing that this feeling is closely linked to

the sensation of escape (Tennant et al., 2020; Witmer and Singer,

1998).

Furthermore, the effectiveness of VR depends on personal

acceptance (Garrett et al., 2020) and patient interest in the device

(Lessiter et al., 2001). It may be that the positive results reported in

the literature are partly a result of the acceptance rate at recruitment

and the predisposition of patients to the virtual experience. Patients

who prefer to maintain control and observe the routine of care may

bemore likely to decline the experience, while patients who aremore

open to the device may already be in a favorable emotional state to

use VR. Future research should not neglect to assess patient
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enjoyment andmotivation to engage in the immersive experience to

consider their level of involvement in the immersion. Like (Bani

Mohammad and Ahmad, 2018), future studies would benefit from

considering the patient’s ability to process sensorimotor information

from VR through the measurement of cognitive impairments to

ensure an optimal relaxing experience.

Finally, this device is considered an effective distractive

strategy when it fulfills certain conditions according to the

medical context, but even more so according to the patient’s

needs at the time. As we have seen in the study by Buche et al.

(2021), VR can be used not only to distract from anxiety-

provoking or painful experiences during treatment but also to

compensate for the monotonous nature of the treatments. It can

also be used when the practitioners are unavailable, for

instance, if they have other things to manage than the

patient relationship.

3.3 Theoretical model

The richness of the available scientific literature and the

exploitation of the state of the art allow us to think of an

integrative theoretical model that considers the effects of VR on

both the cognitive and emotional levels. Articulating the cognitive

and emotional sides will enable us to envisage a valid and robust

schematic representation aligned with the benefits reported in

oncology and the theories mentioned (see Table 1: Studies of the

Benefits of VR). Based on this careful exploitation of the current state

of knowledge and the methodological and theoretical choices made

by the community, we propose an explanatory model of the effects

of exposure to VR (see Figure 4: Model of the mechanisms involved

in VR distractive experience and underlying its benefits) to

contribute to the understanding of the processes leading to the

emergence of the positive effects of virtual immersion with cancer

patients during medical interventions. This model is based on an

ideal situation where the use of VR as a distractive tool has been

preceded by a familiarization phase (i.e., when the handling of the

device is no longer likely to hinder the relaxing experience).

The theoretical basis of our model is mainly based on the

allocation of attentional resources related to the limited cognitive

capacities of human beings (Arane et al., 2017). As stated above, we

consider that VR can offer several levels of immersion involving

different senses simultaneously (Chirico et al., 2019). The immersive

technologies employed can mobilize active or passive cognitive

strategies that aim to reduce attention to the physical

environment. The first effect of multimodal immersion is to

spontaneously draw attention to pleasurable VR stimuli by

passively or actively engaging the patient in the virtual experience.

FIGURE 4
Model of the mechanisms involved in VR distractive experience and underlying its benefits.
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Engagement or involvement is a state of strong concentration in

which the patient no longer directs their conscious attention towards

external negative stimuli and forgets the medical context in which

they are situated. This results in a feeling of presence, that is, the

impression that the patient is escaping into a world other than their

real-world (Witmer and Singer, 1998). According to the presence

model (Lessiter et al., 2001), the immersive task depends mainly on

the individual’s interest in the experience. However, these authors

underline that the device’s immersive qualities and participative

potentialities are likely to awaken or hinder the interest in VR.

It should be noted that the immersive qualities determine the

credibility of the experience by recreating the perceptive attributes

(e.g., tracking level, stereoscopy, and field of view) that a person can

find in physical reality (Cummings and Bailenson, 2016). Thus, the

level of engagement, interactivity, and plausible environment

influence the prevalence of presence which focuses attention on

immersion. Since fantasy environments can also benefit patients

(Pourmand et al., 2018), most oncology studies used believable

natural environments. In addition to inducing a sense of presence,

the cognitive resources mobilized modify the perception of

temporality by giving the impression that time is passing more

rapidly within the virtual environment. Furthermore, the attentional

engagement in the immersive task affects the cognitive evaluation of

pain by reducing the amount of attention available to process the

painful information, thus attenuating the pain felt (Eccleston and

Crombez, 1999; Atzori et al., 2018).

Moreover, the cognitive effects maintain a virtuous circle with the

emotional effects generated by this distractive strategy. VR is a

medium capable of increasing positive emotions and decreasing

negative emotions thanks to immersion in a natural environment

(Scates et al., 2020), which carries positive emotions (Baños et al.,

2013). Riva et al. (2007) have demonstrated the bidirectional

relationship between emotions and presence: A relaxing

environment generates a higher sense of presence than a neutral

environment, and once the sense of presence is established, positive

emotions are felt more intensely (Bouvier, 2009). This emotional

induction not only decreases anxiety and improvesmood by inducing

joy and calmness but also influences pain perception. Attention

focused on positive emotions inhibits the nociceptive message

conveyed by the nervous system, which leads to a decrease in the

intensity of the pain felt (Sharifpour et al., 2020; Melzack and Wall,

1996).

4 Discussion

Based on the accumulated results, which primarily convey a

positive image of VR, there is no doubt today that the use of this

technology is of major interest. However, the beneficial effects

regularly reported must be understood in terms of the

characteristics of the technology used and according to the

particularities of the patients and their immersion preferences.

The objective of this article is twofold, given the converging and

diverging points highlighted in this literature review. The first is

identifying avenues for harmonizing the procedures and tools used

in future research. This analysis of the current state of practice in

measuring the effects of VR in oncology synthesizes the data

accumulated over the past decade on the distractive power of VR

in oncology. Based on this analysis, the scientific community has the

means to move towards a more substantial consensus to encourage

more rigorous reflection by clarifying methodological regularities.

Secondly, this article invites the scientific community to consider

more systematically the need for a theoretical foundation that

contributes to consolidating the understanding of the processes at

work in the results reported in the scientific literature used in this

article. While some authors have attempted to explain the

psychological phenomena that underlie the benefits of VR, few of

them have articulated their approach to theoretical models of

reference. The theoretical model proposed in this article

considers the available knowledge and provides a promising

framework for future studies that aim to deepen the cognitive

and emotional processes at stake during the use of VR. Our

framework describes the broader impact of VR benefits

concerning cognitive and emotional regulation. The medical

context (cancer) from which our theoretical model has emerged

could be applied broadly where pain and anxiety reduction are

critical (e.g., child dental care (Du et al., 2022), wound care and

rehabilitation after burns (Czech et al., 20221028), skin prick testing

(Stassart and Giebels, 2022). Also, other sectors beyond healthcare

can substantially contribute to testing the validity of our theoretical

framework. Indeed, there is no doubt that the potentialities offered

by our framework would benefit from being considered outside the

medical context to ensure the robustness and generalizability of its

articulation between emotion and cognition.
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